Color of the Month featuring . . .
Autumn Red and
Architectural Bronze

Color Changes

EveryTHING!

Autumn Red

Architectural Bronze

Discover color inspiration with a wide array of exterior combinations that
extend your personal style, while increasing your home’s curb appeal.

Autumn Red and Architectural Bronze – two iconic colors that exude
luxury and style. Individually they capture your attention with a bold
impression, but together they create a truly transformative effect with
dramatic warmth and visual appeal.
When you choose Autumn Red vinyl siding, your exterior design
possibilities are wide open – from sleek and modern to charming
and rustic. The elegant backdrop of earthy red pairs beautifully
with trim accents in soft shades such as Natural Linen and Antique
Parchment for a timeless matchup that complements a variety of
home styles.
Or consider a darker trim in nostalgic
Walnut to showcase the architecture
of your home with the perfect touch
of hushed grandeur and historic
appeal. Whether your home is large
or small, urban or suburban, this
dynamic color combination will
impart organic character and charm.

Together, Autumn Red siding with the deep neutral beauty of
Architectural Bronze exterior windows creates a harmonious balance
of color and style. Matching this artistic pair with black shutters
and a natural oak door will convey the timeless appeal of traditional
craftsmanship with a refreshing modern twist. Smaller details such
as mounting blocks and hardware treatments will define your home’s
exterior design with a unique flair.
At the same time, extend your personal style to the interior of your
windows. FrameWorks window color collection features a beautiful
selection of rich woodgrains and classic colors that will enhance
your décor. A perfect fusion of style
and strength, the interior woodgrain
laminate finishes are precisionengineered for outstanding
durability that maintains its
attractive appearance over the life
of the product. Inside and out,
FrameWorks will change the way
you think about color.

A fresh color scheme
can be one of the quickest and
most cost-effective ways to
increase curb appeal.

Customizing your windows is another great way to give your home
a style all its own. Our Architectural Bronze exterior window color
immediately infuses a higher level of quality and sophistication
to any exterior design. Beautiful, practical and strong, the color
is achieved with a cutting-edge polyurethane coating technology
incorporating heat-reflective pigments for superior color retention.
The ultra-premium finish also is highly weatherable and resistant to
dirt and environmental pollutants. Architectural Bronze, as well as
our entire FrameWorks® window color collection, is all about gorgeous
color with easy upkeep – the ideal choice for today’s homes.

Ready to give your home a fresh new look? It’s easy! Visit
www.alside.com to explore all of the color selections on our Design
Showcases and create a variety of exterior designs with siding,
windows, trim, accents, and more.

